Fraud

Motor fraud:
A Fleet Manager’s guide
When things don’t seem quite right
You and your driver may not realise at the time that your driver has
been targeted, so it is a good idea to the follow as many of the below
pointers as possible in any accident situation, in order to have the
best chance of detecting and fighting fraud when it arises.
1 A
 sk your driver to complete a statement and diagram as
soon as possible following any accident. Ensure any and
all accidents, including near misses, are reported to us.
2 A
 sk your driver for the names, addresses and telephone
numbers of all drivers, vehicle registration numbers and
also the names and addresses of the registered owners
of the vehicles and all insurance information for each
involved vehicle.
3 A
 sk your driver for the names, addresses and telephone
numbers of any passengers and witnesses. If your driver
was driving a bus, obtain passenger details and a copy
of the wayfarer.
4 O btain any images taken of involved vehicles at the
accident scene, including your vehicle. Please ensure
to send us clear, colour images of any damage to
your vehicle.
5 I f there is police involvement, please provide us with the
incident number and a copy of the police report if you
have already obtained this.

6 I f your driver believes there may be CCTV in the area
of the incident, please pass this information on to us so
that we can obtain this if you haven’t already. CCTV is
typically overwritten every 30 days, so it is important
this is obtained as soon as possible.
7 I f your vehicle has any of the following fitted; dashcam,
tachograph or telematics device, please send this
information to us so we can assess if the claim is
fraudulent or not.
8 I f your driver observed any of the vehicles involved
being driven away from the accident scene please
advise us of this, as this can help if exaggerated
claims are later received e.g. vehicle recovery charges,
replacement vehicle hire and inflated accident damage.
9 S
 hould you review the claimant’s social media and find
anything of interest, as well as any screenshots, please
provide URL links to any accounts to allow us to review
them also.
10 L
 astly, if you have any concerns regarding an accident,
please report this to us, no matter how trivial it may
seem to be.
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Why might our company be a victim
of fraud?
Fraudsters often target new, rental or commercial vehicles
as they know they will have insurance cover.

Staged
Where an accident is orchestrated by your driver
and claimant(s) for financial gain.
Things to look out for:

Fraudsters are increasingly looking at road traffic accidents
as a way of making money from insurance claim pay outs.

> Financial motivations (e.g. redundancy,
missed bonus etc.)

Fraudsters may pre-plan their attempts to de-fraud
companies, sometimes to fund larger fraud rings or
organised crime.

> Relationship with your driver has turned sour
(e.g. following being turned down for promotion)
> Accident not reported to you by your driver

If you receive a claim and your gut feeling is that
something’s not right, you may have been targeted
as a victim of insurance fraud.

> No valid reason for your driver to have been at the
accident location

Fraud can take on many forms.

> Your driver shouldn’t have been working or using the
vehicle on the day of the accident

Different types of fraud you
might encounter

> High occupancy in your driver’s vehicle and/or the
claimant’s vehicle.

Induced
Commonly termed a ‘Crash for Cash’. These accidents
are often carried out by opportunists looking to induce
an accident with an innocent party, for financial gain.
Things to look out for:
> Claimant braked suddenly when there was no reason
to brake (e.g. road ahead was clear, traffic lights were
on green)?
> An absence of brake lights?
> Claimant indicated/signalled for driver to go and then
sped up so that driver collided with them (commonly
referred to as ‘Flash for Cash’)? Did claimant later deny
all knowledge of their earlier signalling?
> The claimant had reason to stop, for example vehicle in
front of them caused them to manoeuvre however our
driver states the vehicles appeared to know each other
(e.g. they were driving in tandem)
> S everal passengers in claimant’s vehicle
> Claimant sounding scripted when they exchanged details
with your driver.

Low Speed Impact (LSI)
An LSI accident involves a collision that occurs at a low
speed (commonly 5mph or less) whereby the damage to
the vehicles involved is non-existent or minor. The impact
sustained in these accidents are unlikely to cause the
claimant any injury.
Things to look out for:
> The impact occurs in low speed scenarios e.g. reversing/
manoeuvring vehicles in carparks, slow moving traffic,
rolling into another vehicle
> The claimant immediately complains of injury, they get
out of the vehicle holding their neck or back
> There is no visible damage to either vehicle or very
little damage
> There are signs of pre-existing damage to the
claimant’s vehicle
> Your driver has not complained of any injury,
aches or pains following the accident.
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Contrived
A contrived accident is where the said collision has not
occurred as claimed. The accident details only exist on
paper as the accident is completely fabricated and has not
taken place.
Things to look out for:
> Your driver has been flagged down by someone or
approached at the depot by someone claiming that they
have caused damage however they cannot recall an
incident. The claimant may have contacted your offices
directly in the first instance
> The claimant points out damage your driver has caused
but it is clearly old damage and could not possibly have
been caused by your vehicle
> You and/or your driver are convinced they are being
blamed for damage they did not cause
> Claimant will not provide specifics of where and when
it happened
> The claimant may demand cash at the scene for repairs
to their vehicle.
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